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Shirt Guide 
how to find the right shirt

BUSINESS CRAFTSCASUAL GASTRONOMY

30/40/60/95°C WASHABLE CHEMICAL CLEANING POSSIBLE DRYER SUITABLE NON-IRON MORE

TIP:  
There are shirts with 

separate breast pockets 
for easier finishing

TIP:  
Also suitable for  

finishing/sublimation



WE HAVE THE SHIRTS,
YOU HAVE THE CHOICE!

MORE THAN 280 SHIRTS OF MORE THAN 25 BRANDS

FROM A CLASSIC BUSINESS SHIRT TO A CASUAL  
LEISURE SHIRT

CAN BE FINISHED - FOR PRINTING AND EMBROIDERY

THE PERFECT SHIRT FOR BUSINESS, GASTRONOMY, 
CRAFTS & LEISURE TIME

SHIRT-LEXICON

Collars:
 
Kent collar
This collar form is suitable for 
just about any occasion. It 
can be worn with or without 
a tie, and looks good with all 
kinds of knot. It is also ideal in 
combination with a bow-tie. 

Cutaway collar
The form of a cutaway collar  
resembles that of a shark‘s 
mouth. The collar points are 
further apart than with the Kent 
collar, which makes this type 
ideal for a tie with a wide knot or 
a jacket with a lower cut. 

Button-down collar
This is the most casual form of 
collar and is ideal for people who 
prefer wearing a shirt without a 
tie. The collar points are fixed in 
place by small buttons to ensure  
that they stay in place. There 
is also an under-button-down  

variant, in which the buttons are 
concealed beneath the collar. 

Stand-up collar
This type of collar, also known as 
a mandarin collar, has no wings. 
Neither a tie nor a bow-tie  
can be worn with a stand-up 
collar.

Collar stiffeners
These are small stays that are 
incorporated in the points of the 
collar to ensure that it keeps its 
shape. Some collar stays are 
permanently sewn into the collar.  
These support the application 
of embroidery, should such a 
finish be desired. However, it is 
important to check the compa-
tibility of the envisaged motif or 
logo.

Materials:
 
Popeline
This is a light and versatile fabric 
with a high density that makes it 
very resilient.

Oxford fabric
Oxford is soft but strong, with a 
strongly textured appearance. 
The plain weave cotton fabric 
makes the shirt highly durable 
despite being soft. Its characte-
ristic coloration stems from the 
mixture of coloured and white 
yarns in the warp and weft.

Chambray
A fine and light fabric with a  
robust plain weave. The special  
weaving technique creates a 
subtle bicolour effect with an 
elegant appearance, and it is 
pleasantly soft to the touch.

Twill
A twill weave results in a soft, 

flowing fabric with a diagonal 
rib pattern. White shirts made 
of twill material are generally 
more opaque than popelin shirts. 
They are often preferred when 
no jacket is worn over the shirt. 
 

Denim
A robust cotton fabric that is 
not only used to make jeans but 
is also suitable for shirts and  
jackets. The warp yarn is dyed 
an indigo colour, while+B23 the 
weft thread remains white. It 
is this that gives the fabric its 
characteristic blue coloration.  

Fil-a-Fil
A plain weave that is popular with 
shirts and is highly durable. It is 
woven with coloured threads to 
create a lightly speckled effect 

that can be employed to create 
interesting accentuations. 
 
Flannel
A loose, light fabric that is plea-
santly soft and warm to the 
touch. It is, however, at the same 
time very robust. Flannel is 
commonly used to make sports 
shirts, very often in combination  
with a checked (lumberjack  
style) design.

Non-iron shirts retain their 
shape after washing. Howe-
ver, the non-iron feature dimi-
nishes after a few washes.

Easy-iron renders the fabric  
surface smoother and  
prevents the iron making 
light creases in the material. 

Returns of shirts or  
blouses that are individually 
factory packed will not be 
accepted once they have 
been unpacked.

You can find our  
complete

TEXTILE - LEXICON 
at: 

www.l-shop-team.de/ 
en/textile-lexicon

B&C
Bargear
Brook Travener
CG Workwear
Fruit of the Loom
Henbury
James+Nicholson
Karlowsky
Kustom Kit
Premier
Promodoro
Russell
Sol‘s
Seidensticker
Tee Jays

Adjusted Fit
Slim Fit
Slim Fit
Slim Fit

Contoured fit
Slim Fit
Slim Fit

Slim Fit
Slim Fit

Tailored
Slim Fit

Slim
Slim Fit

Fitted

Contoured fit
Adjusted Fit

Shaped 
Shaped Fit

Medium Fit
Tailored Fit
Tailored Fit

Classic
Classic Fit

Modern-/ Classic Fit

Tailored Fit
Modern Fit
Modern Fit

Regular
Comfort Fit

Regular
Classic Fit
Classic Fit
Comfort Fit

Regular Fit

Classic Fit
Classic Fit

Classic
Regular Fit

Comfort

Brand
Figure type

Slim
strongly fitted/ very slim

Shaped
narrow waist, broad shoulders

Modern
slightly fitted, normal figure

Regular
strait cut with volume
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